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The idea of a “15-minute city,” in which residents live 
within a short walk or bike ride of all their daily 
needs has been embraced by many mayors around the 
world during the global pandemic as a central planning 
tenet. 

But there are dangers of applying a model conceived in 
Europe to many North American cities, some urban 
experts warn. Transplanting the 15-minute city 
template across the Atlantic could be “presumptive and 
colonial” said Toronto-based urban designer and 
thinker Jay Pitter at the CityLab 2021 conference, 
hosted by Bloomberg Philanthropies and the Aspen 
Institute. 

“I'm a champion of the hyper-local, as certainly we 
need more resilient, climate change-resistant cities.” 
said Pitter, who works on public space designs in a 
number of U.S. cities. “However, I am averse to this 
concept. It doesn't take into account the histories of 
urban inequity, intentionally imposed by technocratic and colonial planning approaches, such as segregated 
neighborhoods, deep amenity inequity and discriminatory policing of our public spaces.” 

The core principles behind the 15-minute city aren’t new to urban planning. They derive from an old history of 
designing cities around people rather than cars, and many European cities that were planned before the invention of 
the automobile are better suited to this notion. But the idea that has been popularized during the pandemic is that all 
cities — including European ones — must center future planning on the goal of ensuring car-free access to basic 
necessities, such as health care, schools, employment and food. It’s a lofty goal, but one that is unlikely to reach all 
neighborhoods in many cities without drastic interventions and investments. Pitter warns that simply injecting design 
changes such as bike lanes and parklets into a neighborhood will not reverse segregation that has been embedded into 
city planning.  
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Urban experts warn that a popular post-pandemic design principle may not translate well from 
Europe to North America, and could exacerbate inequality 

Street changes such as bike lanes have been a central part of 
advancing the urban planning idea known as the “15-minute city” in 
several European cities including Barcelona. But critics warn that the 

concept may not adapt well to the North American context.  
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“We've actually designed cities to create buffers between us across race and class specifically, and this proposal 
completely ignores a century of planning interventions that have actually concretized deep social divisions between 
people.” 

Ignoring and failing to tackle that could serve to further alienate marginalized communities, Pitter added. 

“What we see already within marginalized communities is resistance to things that are actually really wonderful and 
beneficial, like more walkability or bike lanes. The reason we see this resistance is because these kinds of approaches, 
while good for us and the environment, also often spur gentrification. And so communities are very nervous about 
that.” 

Speaking at the same session, Dan Hill, strategic director of Vinnova, Sweden’s national innovation agency, agreed with 
Pitter’s critique. But he borrowed a suggestion from his own organization’s current project for helping to overcome 
these concerns: Sweden is has a new initiative piloted by Vinnova — which Hill styles as focusing on the “one-minute 
city” directly outside people’s front doors — that hopes to empower residents to make their own decisions about what 
happens on their own street.  

Any hyper-local planning strategy must start first with this kind of profound community engagement, he said.  

“If the 15-minute city is seen a sort of a top-down technocratic, urban planning, then clearly that could...exacerbate 
things,” Hill said. But this outcome could be avoided, Hill said, with a more “systematic and holistic approach” that 
has “social relationships as the starting point, so that [hyper-local planning] becomes the vehicle through which you 
can address questions of social or environmental justice.” 

He added that an ambitious goal such as the 15-minute city requires cities to abandon traditional notions of urban 
planning as divorced from other local policies.  

“Hopefully we're past the time where you sort of see the urban planning department as a silo, separate to the 
economic development, separate to social services, separate to health care, separate to environment and so on.” 

Pitter agreed that a bottom-up approach to redesigning streets and neighborhoods that allows people to make their 
own decisions on design right outside their doorstep could be more productive. 

When we start from the street level and work from there, what happens is that we'll have more authentic 
intensification. Some cities, and neighborhoods might go from a 45-minute city to maybe a 20-minute city — and that 
would be significant progress. Some places will go from 60 minutes to 50 minutes and that too will be significant 
progress.” 

In fact, some cities have embraced variations on the 15-minute city concept. A plan out of Melbourne, Australia, has 
been based on the idea of “20-minute neighborhoods.” 

“We have to have a spectrum approach here and think incrementally, taking an approach that is very hyper-local,” 
added Pitter. “So what is interesting about the 15-minute city approach is that it claims to be hyper-local, but it doesn't 
acknowledge the hyper-local context of different cities in different places.” 
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